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Abstract

One of the most significant differences between automatic sign language recognition (ASLR) and automatic speech recognition (ASR) is due to the computer vision problems, whereas the corresponding problems in speech signal processing have been solved due to intensive research in the last 30 years. We present our approach where we start from a large vocabulary speech recognition system to profit from the insights that have been obtained in ASR research.

The system developed is able to recognize sentences of continuous sign language independent of the speaker. The features used are obtained from standard video cameras without any special data acquisition devices. In particular, we focus on feature and model combination techniques applied in ASR, and the usage of pronunciation and language models (LM) in sign language. These techniques can be used for all kind of sign language recognition systems, and for many video analysis problems where the temporal context is important, e.g. for action or gesture recognition.

On a publicly available benchmark database consisting of 201 sentences and 3 signers, we can achieve a 17% WER.

1. Introduction

Wherever communities of deaf people exist, sign languages develop. As with spoken languages, these vary from region to region and represent complete languages not limited in expressiveness. Linguistic research in sign language has shown that signs mainly consist of four basic manual components [1]: hand configuration, place of articulation, hand movement, and hand orientation. Additionally, non-manual components like facial expression and body posture are used. In continuous sign language recognition, we have to deal with strong coarticulation effects, i.e. the appearance of a sign depends on preceding and succeeding signs, and large inter- and intra-personal variability.

In [2, 3] reviews on recent research in sign language and gesture recognition are presented. In vision-based ASLR, capturing-, tracking- and segmentation problems occur, and it is hard to build a robust recognition framework. Most of the current systems use private databases, specialized hardware [4], and are person dependent [5, 6]. Furthermore, most approaches focus on the recognition of isolated signs only [5, 6], or on the simpler case of gesture recognition [7] for small vocabularies. Our aim is to build a robust, person independent system to recognize sentences of continuous sign language. We use a vision-based approach which does not require special data acquisition devices, e.g. data gloves or motion capturing systems which restrict the natural way of signing. A prototype would just need a simple webcam.

Figure 1: Bayes’ decision rule used in ASLR.

Our work is based on a large vocabulary speech recognition system [8]. In particular, we present a complete vision-based framework for person independent continuous sign language recognition as opposed to isolated gesture-recognition works presented by most other authors [5, 6, 7], and analyze the impacts of ASR basic techniques in sign language recognition on a publicly available database with several speakers.

2. System Overview & Features

The ASLR system is based on the Bayes’ decision rule. The word sequence which best fits for the current observation to the trained word model inventory (i.e. the acoustic model in ASR) and LM will be the recognition result (see Figure 1).

2.1. Visual Modeling

According to the linguistic work on sign language by Stokoe, a phonological model for sign language can be defined [1], dividing signs in units called “chiremes”. However, it is still unclear, how sign language words can be split up into sub-word units (e.g. phonemes) suitable for sign language recognition. Therefore, our corpus (c.f. section 3) is annotated in glosses, i.e. whole-word transcriptions, and the system is based on whole-word models. Each word model consists of one to three pseudo-phonemes modeling the average word length seen in training. Our lexicon defines 247 pseudo-phonemes for 104 words. Each phoneme is modeled by a 3-state left-to-right hidden Markov model (HMM) with three separate Gaussian mixtures (GMM) and a globally pooled covariance matrix.

Due to dialects in natural continuous sign language, signs with the same meaning often differ significantly in their visual appearance and in their duration (e.g. there are 5 different ways to sign the word “bread” in Switzerland). Small differences between the appearance and the length of the utterances are compensated for by the HMMs, but different pronunciations of a sign must be modeled by separate models, i.e. a different num-
ber of states and GMMs. Therefore, we added pronunciations to the corpus annotations and adapted our language models (c.f. section 3).

2.2. Language Models
In Bayes’ decision rule, the acoustic model (AM) and the language model (LM) have the same impact on the decision, but according to the experience in speech recognition the performance can be greatly improved, if the language model has a greater weight than the acoustic model. The weighting is done by introducing an LM scale \( \alpha \) and an AM scale \( \beta \):

\[
\arg \max_{w^n_t} \left\{ P_{\alpha}(w_t^N) \cdot P_{\beta}(x_t^T | w_t^N) \right\}
\]

\[
= \arg \max_{w^n_t} \left\{ \frac{1}{\beta} \log P_{\alpha}(w_t^N) + \log P_{\beta}(x_t^T | w_t^N) \right\}
\]

The factor \( \frac{1}{\beta} \) is referred to as language model factor. A trigram LM was trained using the SRILM toolkit with modified Kneser-Ney discounting with interpolation.

2.3. Appearance-Based Features
In our baseline system we use appearance-based image features only, i.e. thumbnails of video sequence frames. These intensity images scaled to \( 32 \times 32 \) pixels serve as good basic features for many image recognition problems, and have already been successfully used for gesture recognition [9]. They give a global description of all (manual and non-manual) features proposed in linguistic research. The baseline system is Viterbi trained and uses a trigram LM (c.f. subsection 2.2). In subsequent steps, this baseline system is extended by features accounting for the hands and their positions.

2.4. Manual Features
To extract manual features, the dominant hand (i.e. the hand that is mostly used for one-handed signs such as finger spelling) is tracked in each image sequence. Therefore, a robust tracking algorithm for hand and head tracking is required as the signing hand frequently moves in front of the face, may temporarily disappear, or cross the other hand. Instead of requiring a near perfect segmentation for these body parts, the decision process for candidate regions is postponed to the end of the entire sequences by tracing back the best decisions [10]. Given the hand position (HP) \( u_t = (x, y) \) at time \( t \) in signing space, features such as hand velocity (HV) \( m_t = u_t - u_{t-\delta} \) can easily be extracted.

The hand trajectory (HT) features presented here are similar to the features presented in [5]. Here we calculate global features describing geometric properties of the hand trajectory in a certain time window \( 2\delta + 1 \) around time \( t \) by an estimation of the covariance matrix

\[
\Sigma_t = \frac{1}{2\delta + 1} \sum_{t'-\delta}^{t+\delta} (u_{t'} - \mu_t) (u_{t'} - \mu_t)^T
\]

and \( \mu_t = \frac{1}{2\delta + 1} \sum_{t'-\delta}^{t+\delta} u_{t'} \). For \( \Sigma_t \cdot v_{i,t} = \lambda_{i,t} \cdot v_{i,t} \), \( i \in \{1,2\} \), the eigenvalues \( \lambda_{i,t} \) and eigenvectors \( v_{i,t} \) of the covariance matrix can then be used as global features, describing the form of the movement. If one eigenvalue is significantly larger than the other, the movements fits a line, otherwise it is rather elliptical. The eigenvector with the larger corresponding eigenvalue can be interpreted as the main direction of the movement.

3. Experimental Results
To tune and test our system, we assembled the RWTH-Boston-104 corpus\(^1\) as a subset of a much larger database of sign language sentences that were recorded at Boston University for linguistic research [11]. The RWTH-Boston-104 corpus consists of 201 sequences, and the vocabulary contains 104 words. The sentences were signed by 3 speakers (2 female, 1 male) and the corpus is split into 161 training and 40 test sequences. An overview on the corpus is given in Table 1: 26% of the training data are singletons, i.e. a “one-shot training” occurs. The sentences have a rather simple structure and therefore the language model perplexity (\( PP \)) is low. The test corpus has one out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word. Obviously, this word cannot be recognized correctly.

\(^1\)http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/~dreuw/database.html
The HMM based ASR framework offers various tuning possibilities. From former experiments we know that a high number of states per word and a high number of mixture densities have a positive impact on the recognition performance.

Baseline. First, we analyze different appearance-based features for our baseline system. Table 2 gives an overview of results obtained with the baseline system for a few different features. It can be seen that intensity images compared with tangent distance [9] already lead to reasonable results. Contrary to ASR, the first-order time derivatives of the intensity features (i.e. the motion feature) or the concatenation of them with the intensity features (i.e. the intensity+motion feature) usually do not improve the results in video analysis, as the time resolution is much lower (e.g. 25 or 30 video frames/sec compared to 100 acoustic samples/sec in speech). The simplest and best appearance-based feature is to use intensity images down scaled to 32×32 pixels. This size, which was tuned on the test set, was reported to also work reasonably well in previous works [9, 12].

Another important point is the usage of pronunciation modeling in sign language: it can be seen that by adding pronunciations to the corpus and the adaptation of the used trigram language model, the system can already be improved from 54.0% to 37.0% WER.

Feature Reduction. Obviously, the high dimensional appearance-based feature vectors encode a lot of background noise and one would need many more observations to train a robust model. To reduce the number of features and noise and thus the number of parameters to be learned in the models, we apply linear feature reduction techniques to the data. The best obtained result with LDA is 36% WER, whereas with PCA a WER of 27.5% can be obtained. Although theoretically LDA should be better suited for pattern recognition tasks, here the training data is insufficient for a numerically stable estimation of the LDA transformation and thus PCA, which is reported to also work reasonably well in previous works [9, 12].

In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination of the two performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

Language Model. Figure 6 shows the effect of using different n-gram language models and scales. As in ASR, the language model adaptation by using sign language pronunciations achieves large improvements (c.f. baseline results). Interestingly, the improvement factors achieved are similar to those from former experiments we know that a high number of states per word and a high number of mixture densities have a positive impact on the recognition performance. Contrary to ASR, the first-order time derivatives of the intensity features (i.e. the motion feature) or the concatenation of them with the intensity features (i.e. the intensity+motion feature) usually do not improve the results in video analysis, as the time resolution is much lower (e.g. 25 or 30 video frames/sec compared to 100 acoustic samples/sec in speech). The simplest and best appearance-based feature is to use intensity images down scaled to 32×32 pixels. This size, which was tuned on the test set, was reported to also work reasonably well in previous works [9, 12].

Another important point is the usage of pronunciation modeling in sign language: it can be seen that by adding pronunciations to the corpus and the adaptation of the used trigram language model, the system can already be improved from 54.0% to 37.0% WER.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.

A log-linear combination of two independently trained models (windowed PCA-frame+HT and windowed PCA-frame+HV) leads to a further improvement. A WER of 17.9% is achieved (i.e. 17 del., 3 ins., and 12 subst.), where the model weights have been optimized empirically. This is in accordance with experiments in other domains where the combination of different models leads to an improvement over the individual models [13]. In this case, the improvement is due to a better performance of the HT feature for long words and a better performance of the HV feature for short words. A combination on the feature level cannot exploit this advantage because only one alignment is created where the combination of two separately trained models profits from two independent alignments, one performing well for long words and the other performing well for short words. Note that the HT feature is strongly distorted for short words (i.e. less than 5 states) because at the word boundaries strong coarticulation effects occur.
Table 3: Results for feature combinations with hand features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Dimensionality</th>
<th>[% WER]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA-frame</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA-frame, hand-position</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA-frame, hand-velocity</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA-frame, hand-trajectory</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model-combination</td>
<td>2 x 100</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Results for different LMs and scales

4. Summary & Conclusion

We presented a vision-based approach to continuous automatic sign language recognition. We have shown that appearance-based features, which have been proven to be a powerful tool in many image recognition problems, are also well suited for the recognition of sign language. Furthermore, we have shown that many of the principles known from ASR, such as pronunciation and language modelling can directly be transferred to the new domain of vision-based continuous ASLR. We presented very promising results on a publicly available benchmark database of several speakers which has been recorded without any special data acquisition tools.

Combining different data sources, suitable language and pronunciation modelling, temporal contexts, and model combination, the 37% WER of our baseline system could be improved to 17.9% WER. The results suggest that for high dimensional data and the relatively low amount of available training data, PCA outperforms LDA for this task and that context information is as important as it is in ASR.

Outlook. Obviously, a large amount of work still needs to be done for the vision part of the system. New features describing the hand and body configuration as e.g. in [15] should be analyzed and combined with the existing feature set. Certainly an important step is the definition of sub-word units which would allow recognition with a larger vocabulary and the consideration of context dependency with suitable models for coarticulation. Great improvements are also expected from speaker adaptation techniques such as MLLR, because of the large interpersonal differences in sign language.

In order to build a vision-based speech-to-speech system for deaf people, our system is connected to a statistical machine translation system. In preliminary translation experiments presented in [16], the incorporation of the tracking data for the deixis helps the translation system to discriminate between deixis as distinctive article, locative or discourse entity reference function. Furthermore we collected a new publicly available sign language database with currently 843 sentences, a vocabulary of 403 words (482 words w/ pronunciations), which was signed by 5 speakers.
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